Quantification of maxillary dental midline deviation in 2D photographs: Methodology trial.
Discrepancy of the upper dental midline to the facial midline plays an important role in smile aesthetic assessment. This study presents different reference points to quantify the deviation of upper dental midline to the facial midline in 2D frontal photographs. The aim was to find the most accurate, precise, and practical reference points to measure dental midline discrepancy in 2D photographs. A modified headset with a protractor was developed in order to achieve photographs in nine standardised head positions. Six reference points were used to detect the facial midline in the 2D photographs (eyebrows "EB", inner-canthus of the eyes "ICE", alae of the nose "AN", columella "C", nasolabial folds "NLF", and the philtrum "PH"). The deviation of the maxillary dental midline from the facial midline was measured and compared with clinical measurements. Standard deviations (SD), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Method of Moments' Estimator (MME), 2-way repeated measures ANOVA, and multi-level linear model were used to estimate the true errors. The different reference points responded significantly differently to changes in head position and all showed measurement errors, which increased with greater head rotation. Alae of the nose showed the least measurement error and the greatest precision in all head positions. The alae of the nose are the recommended reference points to identify the facial midline in order to quantify dental midline deviation from frontal photographs.